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Braddocks Defeat The Battle Of The Monongahela And The Road To
Revolution Pivotal Moments In American History
On July 9, 1755, British and colonial troops under the command of General Edward Braddock suffered a crushing defeat
to French and Native American enemy forces in Ohio Country. Known as the Battle of the Monongahela, the loss altered
the trajectory of the Seven Years' War in America, escalating the fighting and shifting the balance of power. An
unprecedented rout of a modern and powerful British army by a predominantly Indian force, Monongahela shocked the
colonial world--and also planted the first seeds of an independent American consciousness. The culmination of a failed
attempt to capture Fort Duquesne from the French, Braddock's Defeat was a pivotal moment in American and world
history. While the defeat is often blamed on blundering and arrogance on the part of General Braddock--who was
wounded in battle and died the next day--David Preston's gripping new work argues that such a claim diminishes the
victory that Indian and French forces won by their superior discipline and leadership. In fact, the French Canadian officer
Captain Beaujeu had greater tactical skill, reconnaissance, and execution, and his Indian allies were the most effective
and disciplined troops on the field. Preston also explores the long shadow cast by Braddock's Defeat over the 18th
century and the American Revolution two decades later. The campaign had been an awakening to empire for many
British Americans, spawning ideas of American identity and anticipating many of the political and social divisions that
would erupt with the outbreak of the Revolution. Braddock's Defeat was the defining generational experience for many
British and American officers, including Thomas Gage, Horatio Gates, and perhaps most significantly, George
Washington. A rich battle history driven by a gripping narrative and an abundance of new evidence,Braddock's Defeat
presents the fullest account yet of this defining moment in early American history.
This is the first complete military study of the campaign directed by Brigadier General John Forbes in 1758 to drive the
French out of the forks of the Ohio River. The author details the leadership, logistics, artillery, training and discipline that
led to the campaign’s success and discusses its role in American Colonial history.
In 1753, the British and French found themselves engaged in a border dispute along the Ohio River near Pennsylvania.
With the French building fortresses on land the British claimed as their own, the British authorities decided to step in by
delivering a letter to the French demanding that they remove themselves from British land. That October, the Governor of
Virginia sent a young, 22 year old major in the Virginia militia to deliver the letter. That major was none other than George
Washington, who volunteered to carry a letter from the governor of Virginia to the French commander of the forts recently
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built on the headwaters of the Ohio River in northwestern Pennsylvania. Washington and his superiors were already
aware of the French forces' machinations, and Washington strove to do far more than just deliver a letter. In the journal
he kept, Washington describes how he practiced diplomacy to keep the Native leaders allied to the English cause, as
well as how he interviewed French deserters. With his background in land surveying, he reported on the extent of French
military posts between New Orleans and the Great Lakes, and he skillfully reconnoitered the Forks of the Ohio with an
eye to the proper site for building a fort. He even went so far as to inspect and report on the construction of the new
French forts, and he made estimates of their strength and preparations for the following year's expeditions. All of this
information would come in handy when Washington and the British found themselves in the midst of a border dispute
over that same territory the following year, which would trigger the French & Indian War in North America, and the Seven
Years War across the Atlantic.Washington's journal of his journey was reprinted throughout the colonies and became
popular reading in the Empire.
The Texture of Contact is a landmark study of Iroquois and European communities and coexistence in eastern North
America before the American Revolution. David L. Preston details the ways in which European and Iroquois settlers on
the frontiers creatively adapted to each other’s presence, weaving webs of mutually beneficial social, economic, and
religious relationships that sustained the peace for most of the eighteenth century. Drawing on a wealth of previously
unexamined archival research, Preston describes everyday encounters between Europeans and Indians along the
frontiers of the Iroquois Confederacy in the St. Lawrence, Mohawk, Susquehanna, and Ohio valleys. Homesteads,
taverns, gristmills, churches, and markets were frequent sites of intercultural exchange and negotiation. Complex
diplomatic and trading relationships developed as a result of European and Iroquois settlers bartering material goods.
Innovative land-sharing arrangements included the common practice of Euroamerican farmers living as tenants of the
Mohawks, sometimes for decades. This study reveals that the everyday lives of Indians and Europeans were far more
complex and harmonious than past histories have suggested. Preston’s nuanced comparisons between various
settlements also reveal the reasons why peace endured in the Mohawk and St. Lawrence valleys while warfare erupted
in the Susquehanna and Ohio valleys. One of the most comprehensive studies of eighteenth-century Iroquois history,
The Texture of Contact broadens our understanding of eastern North America’s frontiers and the key role that the
Iroquois played in shaping that world.
1755 marked the point at which events in America ceased to be considered subsidiary affairs in the great international
rivalry that existed between the colonial powers of Great Britain and France. This book examines the Braddock
Campaign of 1755, a segment of the wider ‘Braddock Plan’ that aimed to drive the French from all of the contested
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regions they occupied in North America. Rather than being an archetypal military history-styled analysis of General
Edward Braddock’s foray into the Ohio Valley, this work will argue that British defeat at the infamous Battle of the
Monongahela should be viewed as one that ultimately embodied military, political and diplomatic divergences and
weaknesses within the British Atlantic World of the eighteenth century. These factors, in turn, hinted at growing schisms
in the empire that would lead to the breakup of British North America in the 1770s and the birth of the future United
States. Such an interpretation moves away from the conclusion so often advanced that Braddock’s Defeat was a
distinctly, and principally ‘British’, martial catastrophe; hence allowing the outcome of this pivotal event in American
history to be understood in a different vein than has hitherto been apparent.
Braddock, Allegheny County is named after British general Edward Braddock, a military leader whose miscalculation of
Native American fighting prowess cost him fame, glory, and life in 1755. The place of defeat was long remembered as
Braddock's Field. The battle was a world-changing event, as it altered the course of American and world history. George
Washington was the most memorable participant. His experiences proved invaluable during America's war for
independence. Braddock's Field later served as a gathering point for whiskey tax protestors wishing to express their
outrage upon horror-struck residents of Pittsburgh. Miners, factory workers, and shopkeepers soon displaced farmers.
Andrew Carnegie built his first steel mill, a facility of such magnitude that it became the impetus for creating U.S. Steel
Corporation. Carnegie also built his first American public library here. Drawing from the archives of Braddock Carnegie
Library and area residents, Braddock, Allegheny County chronicles the evolution of this resilient community.
Hailed as the father of today's elite special forces, Robert Rogers was North America's first authentic celebrity.
Biographer John F. Ross reconstructs the extraordinary achievements of this fearless and inspiring leader whose exploits
in the New England wilderness read like those of an action hero and whose innovative principles of unconventional
warfare are still used today. As a child, Rogers learned to survive in New England's dark and deadly forests, grasping
that a new world required new forms of warfare. Rogers' Rangers earned a deadly fame among their most formidable
French and Indian enemies for their ability to appear anywhere at any time, burst out of the forest with overwhelming
force, and vanish just as quickly. The Rangers laid the groundwork for the colonial strategy later used in the War of
Independence. Rogers later wrote two seminal books whose vision of a unified continent would influence Thomas
Jefferson and inspire Lewis and Clark.--From publisher description.
In the summer of 1754, deep in the wilderness of western Pennsylvania, a very young George Washington suffered his
first military defeat, and a centuries-old feud between Great Britain and France was rekindled. The war that followed
would be fought across virgin territories, from Nova Scotia to the forks of the Ohio River, and it would ultimately decide
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the fate of the entire North American continent—not just for Great Britain and France but also for the Spanish and Native
American populations. Noted historian Walter R. Borneman brings to life an epic struggle for a continent—what Samuel
Eliot Morison called "truly the first world war"—and emphasizes how the seeds of discord sown in its aftermath would take
root and blossom into the American Revolution.
Crocker tells the riveting story of one of the most important events in colonial America. Braddock's expedition had a
profound impact on American political and military developments, laid the foundation for the road for westward
expansion, and sowed the seeds of dissent between England and colonies.
In this engrossing narrative of the great military conflagration of the mid-eighteenth century, Fred Anderson transports us
into the maelstrom of international rivalries. With the Seven Years' War, Great Britain decisively eliminated French power
north of the Caribbean — and in the process destroyed an American diplomatic system in which Native Americans had
long played a central, balancing role — permanently changing the political and cultural landscape of North America.
Anderson skillfully reveals the clash of inherited perceptions the war created when it gave thousands of American
colonists their first experience of real Englishmen and introduced them to the British cultural and class system. We see
colonists who assumed that they were partners in the empire encountering British officers who regarded them as
subordinates and who treated them accordingly. This laid the groundwork in shared experience for a common view of the
world, of the empire, and of the men who had once been their masters. Thus, Anderson shows, the war taught George
Washington and other provincials profound emotional lessons, as well as giving them practical instruction in how to be
soldiers. Depicting the subsequent British efforts to reform the empire and American resistance — the riots of the Stamp
Act crisis and the nearly simultaneous pan-Indian insurrection called Pontiac's Rebellion — as postwar developments
rather than as an anticipation of the national independence that no one knew lay ahead (or even desired), Anderson recreates the perspectives through which contemporaries saw events unfold while they tried to preserve imperial
relationships. Interweaving stories of kings and imperial officers with those of Indians, traders, and the diverse colonial
peoples, Anderson brings alive a chapter of our history that was shaped as much by individual choices and actions as by
social, economic, and political forces.
#1 Bestseller in the U.K. From the New York Times bestselling author and master of martial fiction comes the definitive,
illustrated history of one of the greatest battles ever fought—a riveting nonfiction chronicle published to commemorate the
200th anniversary of Napoleon’s last stand. On June 18, 1815 the armies of France, Britain and Prussia descended
upon a quiet valley south of Brussels. In the previous three days, the French army had beaten the Prussians at Ligny and
fought the British to a standstill at Quatre-Bras. The Allies were in retreat. The little village north of where they turned to
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fight the French army was called Waterloo. The blood-soaked battle to which it gave its name would become a landmark
in European history. In his first work of nonfiction, Bernard Cornwell combines his storytelling skills with a meticulously
researched history to give a riveting chronicle of every dramatic moment, from Napoleon’s daring escape from Elba to
the smoke and gore of the three battlefields and their aftermath. Through quotes from the letters and diaries of Emperor
Napoleon, the Duke of Wellington, and the ordinary officers and soldiers, he brings to life how it actually felt to fight those
famous battles—as well as the moments of amazing bravery on both sides that left the actual outcome hanging in the
balance until the bitter end. Published to coincide with the battle’s bicentennial in 2015, Waterloo is a tense and gripping
story of heroism and tragedy—and of the final battle that determined the fate of nineteenth-century Europe.
This book will captivate you with the details of that battle and of Washington's gratitude to God for His protection. You'll
read his personal account of the battle and excerpts from his letters to his family where Washington tells them of God's
deliverance.
The end of the Seven Years? War found Britain?s professional army in America facing new and unfamiliar
responsibilities. In addition to occupying the recently conquered French settlements in Canada, redcoats were ordered
into the trans-Appalachian west, into the little-known and much disputed territories that lay between British, French, and
Spanish America. There the soldiers found themselves serving as occupiers, police, and diplomats in a vast territory
marked by extreme climatic variation?a world decidedly different from Britain or the settled American colonies. Going
beyond the war experience, Army and Empire examines the lives and experiences of British soldiers in the complex,
evolving cultural frontiers of the West in British America. From the first appearance of the redcoats in the West until the
outbreak of the American Revolution, Michael N. McConnell explores all aspects of peacetime service, including the
soldiers? diet and health, mental well-being, social life, transportation, clothing, and the built environments within which
they lived and worked. McConnell looks at the army on the frontier for what it was: a collection of small communities of
men, women, and children faced with the challenges of surviving on the far western edge of empire.
An examination of the experiences of British soldiers who fought in the Seven Years' War, first published in 2001.
Taking its title from The Face of Battle, John Keegan's canonical book on the nature of warfare, The Other Face of Battle illuminates the
American experience of fighting in "irregular" and "intercultural" wars over the centuries. Sometimes known as "forgotten" wars, in part
because they lacked triumphant clarity, they are the focus of the book. David Preston, David Silbey, and Anthony Carlson focus on,
respectively, the Battle of Monongahela (1755), the Battle of Manila (1898), and the Battle of Makuan, Afghanistan (2020)--conflicts in which
American soldiers were forced to engage in "irregular" warfare, confronting an enemy entirely alien to them. This enemy rejected the Western
conventions of warfare and defined success and failure--victory and defeat--in entirely different ways. Symmetry of any kind is lost. Here was
not ennobling engagement but atrocity, unanticipated insurgencies, and strategic stalemate. War is always hell. These wars, however,
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profoundly undermined any sense of purpose or proportion. Nightmarish and existentially bewildering, they nonetheless characterize how
Americans have experienced combat and what its effects have been. They are therefore worth comparing for what they hold in common as
well as what they reveal about our attitude toward war itself. The Other Face of Battle reminds us that "irregular" or "asymmetrical" warfare is
now not the exception but the rule. Understanding its roots seems more crucial than ever.
On July 9, 1755, an army of British and American soldiers commanded by Major General Edward Braddock marched toward a major western
outpost held by the French, confident of an easy victory. Suddenly, they were attacked by a much smaller force of French and Indian fightersBraddock's army was destroyed, its commander fatally wounded, and supplies and secret papers were lost to the enemy. Paul E. Kopperman
has used all of the known eyewitness reports of Braddock's defeat-some never before printed-to present an exciting critical account of this
definitive battle in the French and Indian War. Braddock at the Monongahela is a synthesis of in-depth analysis of primary source materials,
thoughtful evaluation of previous studies on the subject, and Kopperman's own persuasive interpretation.
Describes the military history of the American Revolution and the grim realities of the eight-year conflict while offering descriptions of the
major engagements on land and sea and the decisions that influenced the course of the war.
A sweeping reassessment of the American Revolution, showing how the Founders were influenced by overlooked Americans—women, Native
Americans, African Americans, and religious dissenters. Using more than a thousand eyewitness accounts, Liberty Is Sweet explores
countless connections between the Patriots of 1776 and other Americans whose passion for freedom often brought them into conflict with the
Founding Fathers. “It is all one story,” prizewinning historian Woody Holton writes. Holton describes the origins and crucial battles of the
Revolution from Lexington and Concord to the British surrender at Yorktown, always focusing on marginalized Americans—enslaved Africans
and African Americans, Native Americans, women, and dissenters—and on overlooked factors such as weather, North America’s unique
geography, chance, misperception, attempts to manipulate public opinion, and (most of all) disease. Thousands of enslaved Americans
exploited the chaos of war to obtain their own freedom, while others were given away as enlistment bounties to whites. Women provided
material support for the troops, sewing clothes for soldiers and in some cases taking part in the fighting. Both sides courted native people and
mimicked their tactics. Liberty Is Sweet gives us our most complete account of the American Revolution, from its origins on the frontiers and
in the Atlantic ports to the creation of the Constitution. Offering surprises at every turn—for example, Holton makes a convincing case that
Britain never had a chance of winning the war—this majestic history revivifies a story we thought we already knew.
The forgotten story of how the U.S. Army was created to fight a crucial Indian war In 1783, with the signing of the Peace of Paris, the
American Revolution was complete. And yet even as the newly independent United States secured peace with Great Britain, it found itself
losing an escalating military conflict on its borderlands. The enemy was the indigenous people of the Ohio Valley, who rightly saw the new
nation as a threat to their existence. In 1791, years of skirmishes, raids, and quagmires climaxed in the grisly defeat of a motley collection of
irregular American militiamen by a brilliantly organized confederation of Shawnee, Miami, and Delaware Indians—with nearly one thousand
U.S. casualties, the worst defeat the nation would ever suffer at native hands. Americans were shocked, perhaps none more so than their
commander in chief, George Washington, who came to a fateful conclusion: the United States needed an army. Autumn of the Black Snake
tells how the early republic battled the coalition of Indians that came closer than any adversary, before or since, to halting the nation’s
expansion. In evocative and absorbing prose, William Hogeland conjures up the woodland battles and the hardball politics that formed the
Legion of the United States, the country’s first true standing army. His memorable portraits of soldiers and leaders on both sides—from the
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daring war chiefs Blue Jacket and Little Turtle to the doomed Richard Butler and a steely, even ruthless Washington—drive a tale of horrific
violence, brilliant strategizing, stupendous blunders, and valorous deeds. This sweeping account, at once exciting and dark, builds to a
crescendo as Washington and Alexander Hamilton, at enormous risk, outmaneuver Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and other skeptics of
standing armies—and Washington appoints General “Mad” Anthony Wayne to lead the Legion. Wayne marches into the forests of the Old
Northwest, where the very Indians he is charged with defeating will bestow on him, with grudging admiration, a new name: Black Snake.
Autumn of the Black Snake is a dramatic work of military and political history, told in a colorful, sometimes startling blow-by-blow narrative. It
is also an original interpretation of how greed, honor, political beliefs, and vivid personalities converged on the killing fields of the Ohio Valley,
where the U.S. Army’s first victory opened the way to western settlement and established the precedent that the new nation would possess a
military to reckon with.
A rare combination of documented fact and good storytelling, Ill-Starred General is the biography of a much maligned man from one of
history’s most vital eras. The career of Edward Braddock began during the court intrigues of Queen Anne and George I, gained momentum
in continental military campaigns in the early 1750s, and ended abruptly in the rout of his American army near present-day Pittsburgh in 1755.
This highly acclaimed biography reveals the man—and the politics—behind his defeat, one of the major setbacks to British imperial power in
the American colonies. “Braddock was the first English general that Americans had ever seen in action, and although he lost his life fighting
for them, they detested him...What [McCardell] has done is to replace a historical puppet with a credible human being, and...to explain how a
carefully planned colonial expedition can go wrong.”—Naomi Bliven, The New Yorker “The breadth, depth and care of McCardell’s research
on Ill-Starred General are amazing and delightful. He has labored with that fidelity which every honest historian must display and with that
luck which crowns the efforts of the fortunate.”—George Swetnam, Pittsburgh Press “A first-rate biography.”—Lynn Montross, New York Times
“A genial and readable interpretation that will revivify an important figure in early American history. It is the kind of well-documented book that
will appeal to both the general reader and the historian.”—W. R. Jacobs, American Historical Review
In 1755, Major General Edward Braddock and two army regiments set out from Alexandria with the objective of capturing Fort Duquesne,
near present-day Pittsburgh. To transport their sizable train of artillery and wagons, they first had to build a road across the rugged
Appalachian Mountains. It was almost 289 treacherous miles from Alexandria, Virginia, by way of Fort Cumberland in Maryland and on to the
French fort; the road they built was one of the most impressive military engineering accomplishments of the eighteenth century. Historian
Norman L. Baker chronicles the construction of the road and creates the definitive mapping of those sections once thought lost. Join Baker as
he charts the history of Braddock's Road until the ultimate catastrophic collision with the combined French and Indian forces.
After the British garrison of Fort William Henry in the colony of New York surrendered to the besieging army of the French commander
Marquis de Montcalm in August 1757, it appeared that this particular episode of the French and Indian War was over. What happened next
became the most infamous incident of the war – and one which forms an integral part of James Fenimore Cooper's classic novel The Last of
the Mohicans – the 'massacre' of Fort William Henry. As the garrison prepared to march for Fort Edward a flood of enraged Native Americans
swept over the column, unleashing an unstoppable tide of slaughter. Cooper's version has coloured our view of the incident, so what really
happened? Ian Castle details new research on the campaign, including some fascinating archaeological work that has taken place over the
last 20 years, updating the view put forward by The Last of the Mohicans.
"A balanced and readable account of the 1791 battle between St. Clair's US forces and an Indian coalition in the Ohio Valley, one of the most
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important and under-recognized events of its time"-In 1755 Maj. Gen. Edward Braddock was put in charge of constructing a road from the Potomac River at Wills Creek (Cumberland, MD), to
Fort Duquesne (present-day Pittsburgh) at the forks of the Ohio River. His object was to take the fort and thereby launch
A fascinating look at over seventy years of fighting in the American colonies—as France, England, and Spain tried to stake their claims in the
New World. Although the colonial wars consisted of almost continuous raids and skirmishes between the English and French colonists and
their Indian allies and enemies, they can be separated into four major conflicts, corresponding to four European wars of which they were, in
varying degrees, a part: King William's War (1689-97) (War of the League of Augsburg); Queen Anne's War (1702-13) (War of the Spanish
Succession); King George's War (1744-48) (War of the Austrian Succession); and The French and Indian War (1755-62) (Seven Years' War).
This book chronicles the events of these wars, summarizing the struggle for empire in America among France, England, and Spain. He
indicates how the colonists applied the experience they gained from fighting Indians to their engagements with European powers. And what
they learned from the colonial wars, they translated into a political philosophy that led to independence and self-government.
"During the winter of 1753 George Washington accepted the first, and potentially most dangerous, mission of his life ... The resulting tale ...
set the stage for the French and Indian War and forever changed Washington's destiny ... Using firsthand accounts, including the journals of
George Washington himself, historian Brady Crytzer reconstructs the complex world of eighteenth-century Pittsburgh"--Page 4 of cover.
George Washington is remembered for leading the Continental Army to victory, presiding over the Constitution, and forging a new nation, but
few know the story of his involvement in the establishment of a capital city and how it nearly tore the United States apart. In George
Washington’s Final Battle, Robert P. Watson brings this tale to life, telling how the country's first president tirelessly advocated for a capital
on the shores of the Potomac. Washington envisioned and had a direct role in planning many aspects of the city that would house the young
republic. In doing so, he created a landmark that gave the fledgling democracy credibility, united a fractious country, and created a sense of
American identity. Although Washington died just months before the federal government's official relocation, his vision and influence live on in
the city that bears his name. This little-known story of founding intrigue throws George Washington’s political acumen into sharp relief and
provides a historical lesson in leadership and consensus-building that remains relevant today. This book will fascinate anyone interested in
the founding period, the American presidency, and the history of Washington, DC.
The globe's first true world war comes vividly to life in this "rich, cautionary tale" (The New York Times Book Review) The French and Indian
War -the North American phase of a far larger conflagration, the Seven Years' War-remains one of the most important, and yet
misunderstood, episodes in American history. Fred Anderson takes readers on a remarkable journey through the vast conflict that, between
1755 and 1763, destroyed the French Empire in North America, overturned the balance of power on two continents, undermined the ability of
Indian nations to determine their destinies, and lit the "long fuse" of the American Revolution. Beautifully illustrated and recounted by an
expert storyteller, The War That Made America is required reading for anyone interested in the ways in which war has shaped the history of
America and its peoples.
Presents a history of the period during which the Eastern seaboard was a frontier between colonizing Europeans and Native Americans.
Braddock's DefeatThe Battle of the Monongahela and the Road to RevolutionPivotal Moments in American Hi
An illustrated collection of essays that explores the international dimensions of the American Revolution and its legacies in both America and
around the world The American Revolution: A World War argues that contrary to popular opinion, the American Revolution was not just a
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simple battle for independence in which the American colonists waged a "David versus Goliath" fight to overthrow their British rulers. Instead,
the essays in the book illustrate how the American Revolution was a much more complicated and interesting conflict. It was an extension of
larger skirmishes among the global superpowers in Europe, chiefly Britain, Spain, France, and the Dutch Republic. Amid these ongoing
conflicts, Britain's focus was often pulled away from the war in America as it fought to preserve its more lucrative colonial interests in the
Caribbean and India. The book, the illustrated companion volume to the Smithsonian National Museum of American History exhibition of the
same name, touches on this and other topics including overseas empires, economic rivalries, supremacy of the seas, European diplomacy,
and more. Together the book's incisive text, full-color images, and topical sidebars underscore that America's fight for independence is most
clearly comprehended as one of the first global struggles for power.
This Is A New Release Of The Original 1859 Edition.
This sweeping historical narrative chronicles events instrumental in the painful birth of a new nation—from the Bloody Morning Scout and the
massacre at Fort William Henry to the disastrous siege of Quebec, the heroic but lopsided Battle of Valcour Island, the horrors of Oriskany,
and the tragedies of Pennsylvania's Wyoming Valley massacre and the Sullivan-Clinton Expedition's destruction of the Iroquois homeland in
western New York State. Caught in the middle of it all was the Mohawk River Valley. Berleth explores the relationship of early settlers on the
Mohawk frontier to the Iroquoian people who made their homes beside the great river. He introduces colonists and native leaders in all their
diversity of culture and belief. Dramatic profiles of key participants provide perspectives through which contemporaries struggled to
understand events. Sir William Johnson is here first as a shopkeeper and farmer, then as a brother Mohawk and militia leader, and lastly as a
crown official charged with supervising North American Indian affairs. We watch Johnson in his final years wrestling with Indian war and the
unraveling of British America. We meet the frontier ambassador Conrad Weiser, survivor of the Palatine immigration, who agreed not at all
with Johnson or his party. And we encounter the young missionary, Samuel Kirkland, as he leaves Johnson's household for a fateful sojourn
among the Senecas.Johnson's heirs did much to precipitate the outbreak of violent hostilities along the Mohawk in the first months of the War
of Independence. Berleth shows how the Johnson family early sought to save their patrimony in the valley just as patriot forces maneuvered
to win Native American support or, at least, neutrality. When Joseph Brant, Thayendanegea, rushed Native Americans to war behind the
British, it fell to General Philip Schuyler, wealthy scion of an old Albany family, to find a way to protect the Mohawk region from British
incursion. His invasion of Canada fails; his tattered army fights at Valcour Island, Ticonderoga, Hubbardton, retreating steadily. Not until on
the line of the Mohawk is the enemy stopped.But the battles of Oriskany, Fort Stanwix, Saratoga, and Bennington do not end the fighting in
upstate New York. As the national effort moves elsewhere, the Mohawk Valley plunges into bitter internecine conflict. Raids and ambushes
go on for four more years until, in the end, the level of destruction from Tory actions and Brant's war parties staggers the imagination. Two
out of every three inhabitants are dead, captured, or missing; farms and villages are laid waste. Charred ruins replace once-prosperous
communities in Cobleskill, Cherry Valley, Andrustown, German Flats, Vroomansland, Neversink, Little Falls, Johnstown, Schoharie,
Middleburgh, some never to be rebuilt. The villages of the Oneidas, America's first allies, have been leveled by their former brothers in the
Iroquois Confederation. Bloody Mohawk leaves us to ponder the roots of civil war in nonnegotiable ethnic and cultural misunderstandings. It
offers a glance into an aspect of New York State history often overlooked.
On 9 July 1755 amid the wilderness of North America, Britain suffered one of the most humiliating defeats in her history. General Braddock's
army, a mixture of British regulars and American militia, was shattered, losing over 900 men from a force of 1,300. Braddock was killed and
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the remnants of his army rescued by his aide, Colonel George Washington. The origins of this defeat can be traced back to the death of a
junior French officer little more than a year before in a relatively minor skirmish with a party of Virginian militia commanded by the same
George Washington. René Chartrand examines the subsequent chain of events that ultimately sparked a world war.
We all know George Washington as the Father of the American Nation; few know him as a 22-year-old Virginia lieutenant colonel who led
three-hundred of his soldiers to fight a far-more-experienced French army-and paid a high price. Historian Alan Axelrod brings this littleknown story to life in his riveting account of the key battle that launched the French and Indian War-and Washington's role in the loss of that
pivotal fight. Published in hardcover in 2007, Blooding at Great Meadows is sure to find a new audience in paperback.
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